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Volcanic Firearms, the Predecessor to the Winchester
by Edmund E lewis & Stephen Rutter ........................... #Book-VF

The story of the five men who would be giants in the history of arms 
manufacturing and illustrates the best surviving examples of pistols 
and long arms that were produce when their creative and business 
talents briefly intersected and then separated Hard cover 11 x 8-1/2” 
format, with 160 pages. With 360 color photos.
#Book-VF Volcanic Firearms only $45.99

Winchester Lever Action Repeating Firearms .....#Book-WLARF
 The Models of 1866, 1873, & 1876 
by Arthur Pirkle

The most famous long gun in American history is described part-by-
part, by serial number range. Common parts between the three models 
are compared. This book is the first reference work on these famous 
lever action Winchester repeating rifles. Soft cover, with 202 pages. 
#Book-WLARF Winchester Lever Action only $16.50

Winchester Single-Shot,  a History & Analysis .........#Book-WSS
by John Campbell

Every important aspect of this highly collectible  firearm is  covered 
here. It traces the origins and history of the Single-Shot, delving into 
all of its many component parts, design alterations, chamberings, 
sights, style variations and vital  specifications. There is also a wealth 
of information concerning repair and restoration. Hard bound, 8-1/2 x 
11”, with 272 pages and 302 photographs.  
#Book-WSS Winchester Single Shot, Volume 1 only $45.00

Winchester Single-Shot, Vol 2 .............................. #Book-WSS-V2
by John Campbell

This sequel to John Campbell’s original work will uncover a trove of 
new information. Winchester collectors will find amazing knowledge 
and insights that have been buried for over a century.  Over 350 photos, 
282 pages, hard cover, 8-1/2 x11” format. 
#Book-WSS-V2 Winchester Single Shot, Volume 2 only $45.00

The Winchester Model 1876 Centennial Rifle........ #Book-W1876
by Herbert Houze

An authoritative study of the Model 1876 written using the company’s 
own records. The specifics of the model, such as the numbers made in 
its standard calibers, barrel lengths, finishes and special order features 
are fully listed here for the first time. Hard bound, with 183 pages. 
#Book-W1876 Winchester 1876 Centennial Rifle only $37.50

Winchester Engraving ................................................... #Book-WE
by R. L. Wilson

This comprehensive and lavishly produced book is the only title 
devoted to the distinguished tradition of Winchester firearms embel-
lishment, from the historic Jennings, Volcanic, and Henry models, 
to modern times. Beautiful masterpieces of art and engineering are 
featured in 100 color plates and 700 black and white illustrations.

Hard bound, in 9-1/2 x 12” format, with 500 pages. 
#Book-WE Winchester Engraving only $165.00
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